Comprehensive List Of New Fashion Shoes For Men
Footwear forms an important element of every apparel. How one’s overall outfit is appraised is
highly determined by the footwear one is wearing. It can strengthen or tarnish the entire
appearance of a person’s outfit. One of the greatest arsenals every gentleman should possess
is knowing how to exhibit his appearance. The overall look of a person is essential for success,
whether it is a job interview, an important symposium, a formal function or even a date. No
doubt our clothes play the major part in our appearance but the shoes we wear are just as
important. The choice of shoe a man makes says a lot about him, so in order to project the right
image, nailing your footwear choice is pivotal. Catching up with the new fashion trends is vital
for all men so we present to you a comprehensive list of new fashion shoes for men. From boots
to Oxfords to trainers we will give you the list of essential footwear all modern men require.
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We start our list with the evergreen Oxford, which I bet dazzles on every man’s shoe rack and
wardrobe. Its basic features include a low heel, closed lacing system and a sleek appearance.
They are a reliable choice for formal events and give a graceful finish to a man’s outfit paired
with suit and tie. The black Oxfords have earned a special place for genuinely formal events but
there is a wide range of Oxfords which comes under the banner of new fashion shoes for men,
and is relatively flashy and more casual.
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These shoes often baffle the buyer, multitudinous perceive them to be as Oxfords or Derby,
while technically speaking they belong to another class of shoes for men. Brogue have
ornamental perforated patterns which were initially meant to drain the water off the shoes. They
are more suited on semi-formal or casual looks; they look remarkable when paired with sports
shirts and jackets or button-down shirt which opens over a t-shirt. Confused or not, Brogues
create a classy and trendy look for its wearers.
Another popular shoe for men, paired with suits, is Derby. It is relatively less intricate when
compared with the Oxford. The main feature of the Derby which distinguishes them from the
Oxford is their open lacing system in contrast to Oxford’s closely sewn lacing module. Derby is
a good choice for semi-formal events and date nights since they give a classic look and have a
lustrous finish. More casual Derby options are available in materials such as suede.
Monk strap is another fine category of shoes with a sleek design. It comes under the bracket of
formal shoes and is a perfect wear for a date night and a business meeting. Its basic feature is
a buckle and a strap over the top and it falls among the unique and classy dress shoes such as
Oxford and Derby. A polished gleaming Monk Strap made of leather is a suitable choice to get
the desired refined gentleman look.
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Depending on their material, loafers fall midway in the category of formal and casual shoes.
Moccasin like construction makes them a comfortable choice. Coming without a lacing module
they can easily slip on and off. They can be paired with suits which have an open flare and give
a fashionably elegant look and are reasonably comfortable as well. A debonair ought to choose
Penny and Tassel loafers made in leather. However, if one wants a flashy look then the velvet
and suede loafers will do the trick.
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Boots originated as a popular option for formal gatherings since the era of Queen Victoria. So
yes, we are talking about as early as 17th century. However, overtime men began to opt them
less with their ensemble, mainly because they are difficult to carry especially in hot and humid
environments. But a gem like Chelsea boots cannot just be ignored over a little comfort. Boots
provide a perfect finishing touch to a formal attire but now they can be carried gracefully with
concoction of outfits varying from button ups and downs and a pair of jeans. These gems come
without any laces and buckles which enables them to slip on and off easily. Chelsea boots have
this distinguishing feature of round toe and are slim around the ankle which is a plus for skinnier
legs.
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Unlike the Chelsea boots, dress up boots have a lacing module which runs down from the ankle
to the front. They are an exemplary choice for semi-formal evenings and weekends. They add
style to your outfit and best picks among them are the standard black and brown leather lace-up
boots.
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The closet of a men is incomplete if he doesn’t have sneakers and trainers decked in them.
These are one of the most important shoes for men who have a fitness regime. They are
considered as a cool and comfortable choice and comes in wide variety of designs and colors.
The market for these masterpieces has plunged to new peaks at the end of each passing year
since more and more people are heading to buy sneakers and trainers. Nike is leading the
charts when it comes down to selecting a best trainer or running shoe; Nike Air Max is one such
example which is being hyped out and about.
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